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25APR03 
 
(U) REFERENCES. 
 
 a.  (U) Maps and Charts:  See Appendix 1 (GIS) to Annex F (Engineer). 

 
b.  (U) Documents 

 
(1)(U) VC OPLAN COBRA II 
 
(2)(U) CFLCC OPLAN ECLIPSE II 

 
(3)(U) V Corps Field SOP, November 2002, unclassified. 

 
1. (U) SITUATION.  
 

a.  (S/  REL USA GBR AUS) Enemy.   
 

(1) (S/  REL  US GBR AUS) ENEMY SITUATION.  Overview.  Coalition forces 
have defeated the regime and conditions have been set to transition to 
post hostilities.  Iraqi military forces are defeated or capitulated, with 
small, non-compliant RDS or paramilitary elements still located within 
Baghdad, Tikrit and IVO the former Green Line (most likely continuing to 
operated in KIRKUK and MOSUL).  The nature of the threat changes from a 
conventional military threat to an asymmetrical threat.  

 
(2) (S/  REL US GBR AUS) Within our area of operations (AO), the most 

likely threats are posed by civil unrest, factional violence, terrorism, 
and remaining elements of non-compliant forces.  The situation that 
constitutes the greatest risk to long term stability and security in the 
post hostilities environment is associated with the Kurdish, Turkoman and 
Sunni Arab populations in the north.  The greatest risks for sudden 
violence and deteriorating conditions exist where Kurd, Turkoman and Arab 
areas meet, specifically in the primary flash point cities of KIRKUK and 
MOSUL.  In the northern areas, tensions will remain high as the Kurds seek 
to assert their role in a post regime government, to include reversing the 
effects of Saddam’s “Arabization”.  The Kurdish Peshmerga, numbering 
around 75,000, seized both KIRKUK and MOSUL, but have gradually begun to 
withdraw as US forces arrive in the region.   Turkey has shown restraint 
to date, choosing instead to covertly supply arms and ammunition to the 
Iraqi Turkomen Front (ITF) in order to counter growing Kurdish influence 
in the region. 

 
(3) (S/  REL  US GBR AUS) Throughout the AO, short-term reprisals 

against regime associated local authorities are happening and will 
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Kurdish state stems from here.   In 1996 the KDP joined forces with 
Iraq to oust the PUK from Irbil.  We potentially may see Kurd on Kurd 
violence as the PUK attempts to retake lost territory. 

 
(d) Kirkuk.  Population 728K.  Saddam's Anfal (1987 campaign against 

Kurds - 200K killed, 1.5Mil relocated, and 4K villages destroyed) and 
Arabization (campaign to resettle Arabs in Kurd areas in attempt to 
reshape demographics into a more pro-regime populous) has created a 
potential powder keg for Kurd/Arab violence as Kurds attempt to stake 
out their claims on lost territory and oil fields in the surrounding 
area.  The KDP's goal of an autonomous Kurdish state includes Kirkuk as 
the capital.  The Kurds see this city and surrounding oil 
infrastructure as their economic future.  A stated Turkish goal is to 
deny the Kurds to occupy and control Kirkuk, and under the auspices of 
protecting the Turkoman minority, the Turks may conduct conventional or 
SOF operations to prevent further Kurdish autonomy. 

 
(e) Al Sulaymaniyah.  Population 643K.  Headquarters of the 

Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK).  Al Sulaymaniyah is one of numerous 
refugee camps set up in the wake of Saddam's Arabization campaign.  We 
can expect many of those refugees to attempt to retake lost territory 
and possessions following the fall of the regime. 

 
(f) Tikrit.  Population 28K.  This is Saddam's hometown, a center of 

gravity for the Ba'ath Party, and retains support for the former 
regime.  The Al Bu Nasir tribe (Saddam's tribe) held prominent 
positions within the regime, however, over the years Saddam has 
alienated himself from many of the smaller subunits.  With this in 
mind, loyalties may be divided.  Expect residents of Tikrit to be 
belligerent to Coalition forces who participated in the overthrow of 
Saddam’s regime in a post-Saddam Iraq.  
 

(g) Samarra.  Population 201K.  Shia holy city in which is located 
the Samarra Mosque.  The population is a mix of Sunni and Shia.  Due to 
past religious oppression and restrictions enforced by the regime the 
Shia majority is supportive of regime removal, members of the majority 
may take this 
opportunity to 
settle some old 
scores once the 
regime is perceived 
to have fallen. 

 
 

(4)  (S/  REL  US 
GBR AUS) Baghdad 
Assessment.  The Sunni 
population, formerly 
the backbone of the 
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Green Line has fallen, but will most likely obey US military and Kurdish 
political directives to show restraint and withdraw.  The only 
circumstances that would cause them to move back into the cities or 
surrounding area would be violence directed against the Kurdish 
population.  A coalition presence mitigates this possibility.  Their post 
hostilities goals are to ensure Kurdish autonomy (at a minimum), protect 
Kurdish populations and possibly secure territory or facilities that make 
an independent Kurdish State viable.  Both parties have recently entered 
into agreements to unify their political and military structures and 
appear united against two enemies, the Iraqi regime and the Turks, both of 
which have historically oppressed Kurds.  Peshmerga fighters are lightly 
equipped, but very proficient in small unit tactics and fighting in 
mountainous terrain.  They are currently in conflict with the terrorist 
faction Ansar al Islam (AI) in the eastern area of the KAZ (PUK Peshmerga) 
and are claiming readiness to defend against any major Turkish invasion 
(beyond the normal area Turks battle the KADEK/PKK).   It is unclear what 
the KDP/PUK position will be regarding integrating or disarming the 
Peshmerga fighters as a new Iraqi military is formed.  Most likely they 
will seek to retain the Peshmerga in some role (border guards, reserve 
force) at least until they are satisfied that Kurds will have a 
satisfactory role in the new government.  For an assessment of the 
political and military actions (TTP) in the seizure of Kirkuk on 10 April, 
see the initial JAC assessment, Iraq/Kurds The Fall of Kirkuk: Preliminary 
Analysis. 

 
(9) (S/  REL  US GBR AUS) Kurdish claims have consistently recognized 

the area around KIRKUK (and sometimes MOSUL) as their territory.  They 
sometimes refer to KIRKUK as the Kurdish Jerusalem, though their claims to 
KIRKUK are really more about the oil fields than historical significance.  
Turks also consider KIRKUK (to include MOSUL) within their sphere of 
influence, and call the post WWI loss of the area (Ottoman Empire division 
by Allies) “the great injustice”.  Over the past decade the Kurds in the 
KAZ have developed a working political, social and military structure.  
What they lack in order to become a viable independent state is an 
economic basis – the KIRKUK oil fields could provide that.  This has 
caused tensions to escalate between Kurds and Turks, who oppose any 
independent Kurdish state in a post war Iraq.  Anti-Turk sentiment in the 
KAZ is running high, with recent demonstrations in Irbil estimated at 
100,000.  Many of these tensions will dissipate at the coalition 
establishes a clear presence in the AO. 
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(10) (S/  REL  US GBR AUS) Surrounding KIRKUK and extending NNW toward 
Mosul is the second most productive oil field in Iraq.  Reports indicate 
the oil fields and supporting key nodes (pumping stations, Gas Oil 
Separation Plants - 11 total in the KIRKUK area, 15 total in the AO) have 
been prepared for demolition.   While the fields are secure, the 
demolition and mining remains a hazard in the area.  Further information 
and analysis on the northern oil fields and key associated nodes is 
available through the CFLCC Term Fusion Cell. 

 
(11) (S/  REL  US GBR AUS) Now that the regime has fallen, property 

disputes and factional violence will occur as Kurds and Turkomans try to 
reclaim from Arab residents, homes lost during Baghdad’s decades-old 
“Arabization” campaign (~100, 000 displaced from KIRKUK alone).  Many 
Arabs may be displaced (mostly southward) in the ensuing violence, 
especially in the region stretching from Mosul, southeast through KIRKUK, 
to Khanaqin on the Iranian border.  Most of the records that would 
prove/disprove these property claims have been destroyed, further 
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Page 13 redacted for the following reason:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1.4b, 1.4d
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     a. (S/  REL USA GBR AUS) Concept of Intelligence Operations.  The V 
Corps G-2 will direct intelligence operations in order to optimize corps 
intelligence operations to satisfy the needs of the Corps’ commander.  V 
Corps will use organic collection assets and will request theater and 
national collection coverage in order to collect, report, process, analyze, 
produce, and disseminate intelligence products.   Within V Corps, areas of 
collection focus and analytical responsibilities will be managed by Areas of 
Intelligence Responsibility (AOIR) and disseminated through operational 
channels (FRAGOs) to V Corps subordinate units.  Initial AOIRs in support of 
this CONPLAN are identified in Appendix 3 (Collection Management) of this 
Annex.   
 
 b. Intelligence Activities. 
 
  (1) (U) Priority Intelligence Requirements (PIR) and Information 
Requirements (IR).  See Appendix 2 to Annex B (Intelligence).    
 
                       (a)  (S/  REL USA GBR AUS) Intelligence operations in 
support of this OPLAN are to satisfy intelligence requirements in response to 
the V Corps Commander’s PIR and IRs. The PIR and IR are developed by the V 
Corps G-2 in conjunction with the other principal staff officers in order to 
support the V Corps Commander’s decision-making process.  Once approved by 
the V Corps Commander, the PIR comprise clear direction for the intelligence 
effort. 

 
                       (b)  (S) V Corps has developed and will maintain a 
list of PIR, which are updated continuously.  Ensure all subordinate units 
know current PIRs and other intelligence requirements (OIRs), and rapidly and 
accurately report all combat information pertaining to PIRs/OIRs to the V 
Corps ACE. 

 
 (c)  (S) Subordinate units are required to submit PIR to V Corps 
CM&D.  V  

Corps CM&D will crosswalk subordinate unit PIR with the Corps’ PIR and IR to 
ensure that Corps’ and subordinate unit intelligence requirements are nested.  
These requirements will be incorporated, to the maximum extent possible, into 
the Corps’ collection, analysis, and dissemination process. 

 
       (2) (U) New Requirements.  V Corps and subordinate units will submit 
new intelligence requirements as the operational or tactical situation 
dictates.  New intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) 
requirements will be forwarded to V Corps CM&D via RMS or PRISM.  Units will 
use COLISEUM or RWS RFI Homepage as a backup.  V Corps CM&D will validate, 
deconflict, and consolidate requirements and forward to the CFLCC collection 
manager for action.   

 
            (3) (U) Requests for Information (RFI).  Forward requests for 
information (RFIs) to V Corps CM&D via the COLISEUM system on SIPRNET or 
JDISS.  The V Corps CM&D will forward subordinate unit RFIs to the V Corps 
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ACE All Source Intelligence (ASI) section to be answered.  If the RFI cannot 
be answered at V Corps, CM&D will validate the request and forward it to the 
CFLCC JACE via COLISEUM.  CM&D will continue to monitor the status of Corps 
and subordinate unit RFIs until they are closed.  Subordinate units to V 
Corps are required to provide timely feedback to Corps CM&D upon receipt of 
products that answer their RFI to complete the closure process.     

 
            (4) (U) Analysis and Production.  V Corps analysis and production 
activities will be conducted between the V Corps ACE, CFLCC JACE, and other 
deployed forces.  Additional analysis and production support will be provided 
through reachback to national agencies.   See paragraph 3.d of Annex B below 
for specific production guidance. 

 
            (5) (U) Information regarding Intelligence, Surveillance and 
Reconnaissance (ISR) capabilities and missions will be controlled within the 
guidelines of U.S. intelligence community regulations and national disclosure 
policy.  CFLCC will continue to ensure U.S. ISR support is provided in 
concert with the ISR resources of Allied nations.  All efforts should be made 
to integrate authorized resources of Allied/Coalition partners.  

 
            (6) (U) Subordinate commands will provide ISR units/forces in 
support of the V Corps as specified in this Plan and subsequent tasking 
messages. 
 

c. (U) Intelligence Systems.  No changes.  
 

d. (S) Collection.  (See Appendix 3) V Corps G2 will provide collection 
tasking guidance  

for all organic and supporting agency ISR systems in support of V Corps 
intelligence requirements.  Subordinate units G2/S2s will prepare and submit 
collection plans or R&S plans to the V Corps collection manager in order to 
ensure deconfliction of ISR assets and V Corps ACE analytical requirements.  
To the maximum extent possible, V Corps and subordinate units will devote 
organic resources to answer commanders’ PIR.   When subordinate units require 
collection beyond the range of their organic systems in order to satisfy 
their PIR, they will submit the collection requests via the channels 
described in this Annex.  
 
  (1) (U) Signals Intelligence.  - (see COBRA II). 
 
  (2) (U) Imagery Intelligence.  - (see COBRA II). 
 
  (3)  (U) Counterintelligence (CI) and HUMINT.  Updated information 
provided, also see COBRA II.  The post hostilities environment becomes HUMINT 
and CI intensive with the majority of Corps assets in GSR role.     
 
 e.  (U)  Processing and Evaluation.   No change from COBRA II. 
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TAB B – Initial Collection Emphasis Message (Distributed separately) 
TAB C – Named Areas of Interest  
TAB D – AOIR C2PC Graphic 

9.  Signals Intelligence - (No change, see COBRA II) 
10. Weather 
 TAB A – Climatologic Tables  
 TAB B – Illumination Data 
 TAB C – Weather Estimate 
 TAB D – Weather Warning Criteria 
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